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Our Story.
The Haymes Brand Has True Australian Character.

Rod Walton, Tim Haymes, Belinda Haymes, David Haymes and Matt Haymes in the Ballarat Factory.

Born in Ballarat in 1935, our 
family run business is now in the 
hands of the fourth generation 
of Haymes. Over the years, each 
member has taken care to hand 
on the commitment and passion 
for crafting quality products. After 
all, it is our name and reputation 
on the can.

But just because we have history, 
don’t think we’re stuck in our 

ways. We’re driven to bring new 
and better products to market, 
ensuring you’ll always have 
the best. We’ve already made 
advances like paint that  
self-primes, blocks stains, trim 
paint that has the benefits of an 
enamel but is low odour and water 
based, plus low/zero VOC coatings 
that don’t compromise on quality. 
With a continual commitment to 
innovation and evolution in our 

product portfolio keep an eye out 
for even more new and improved 
products. 

We live and breathe our values 
of individuality, independence 
and integrity. It’s why you can be 
sure we’ll never treat you like a 
number, never take short cuts with 
the quality of our products or our 
service.

haymespaint.com.auhaymespaint.com.au

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
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        Mercure Welcome, Melbourne VIC - Paint Melbourne Pty Ltd 
         Rendertex Rendershield Low Sheen and Haymes Solashield Matt 

Rendertex Texture Coatings.

Haymes Rendertex is a 
comprehensive range 
of texture coatings that 
provide durable long 
lasting protection. 
 
Easy to use with various application 
techniques, the Rendertex range con-
sists of both high-build profile, skim 
coat and shield protective coatings 
that are supported with specialist 
preparation and build products.
Rendertex products are suitable  
for a range of both interior and ex-
terior surfaces for use in residential, 
commercial and industrial application 
. 
Unlike traditional cement renders,  
Rendertex products are flexible acrylic 
textures which provide excellent 
protection for a number of substrates.  
Guarding against the elements, the 
range assists in mitigating visible 
cracking, salt blooming and staining 
when applied in-line with Rendertex  
system specification. 

The flexible properties of Render-
tex Rendershield also aid in bridging 
gaps and imperfections caused by 
minor movement across building and 
substrates.     

With high-build flexible layers, the 

Durable long lasting protection.

Rendertex System acts as a protective 
barrier against the elements, ensuring 
your project stands the test of time.  
  

Rendertex systems -  
A multi-layer approach 
that’s built to last!

Haymes Rendertex coatings have  
delivered textural and coating  
solutions for over three decades. 
Backed by Haymes rich 85 year history 
of manufacturing there is also a ten 

year material warranty on Rendertex 
systems when applied by profession-
al applicators on properly prepared 
surfaces in accordance with substrate 
and system data sheet recommenda-
tions.  

Haymes commercial, technical and 
sales team support our growing  
network of builders, architect and 
specifiers in developing compre-
hensive system and project specific 
tailored specification.

Rendertex trowel-on and  roll-on  
texture deliver unique high polymer 
flexible formulations that are  
water-based and environmentally 
aware.  All our systems are tint aligned 
to utilise the entire Haymes color 
spectrum.  We offer on-site profes-
sional applicator support and training, 
backed up with long-term mainte-
nance documentation to ensure our 
coatings stand the test of time.

Our new formulations and product 
range utilise high quality, graded, 
washed and sparkling aggregate to 
expand our range.  Rendertex trowel-
on and roll-on finishes create a diverse 
range of colorful and stylish finishes 
that enhance both commercial and 
domestic interiors and exterior  
environments.

Rendertex systems - a three stage process.

PREPARE / PRIME
 
The key to long-term system durability is to ensure all surfaces being coated are 
cleaned and primed prior to any top coat. Rendertex Tilt Panel Preparation and 
Masonry Sealer are designed to penetrate and seal suitably prepared substrates 
ensuring maximum adhesion and consistent surface porosity for Rendertex tex-
ture coatings.  Rendertex Render Patch (Coarse and Fine) and Render Prime are 
also vital system coatings required prior to applying any profile coating. 

PROFILE - TEXTURE COATING
Haymes Rendertex now features an extended range of both trowel-on and 
roll-on coatings.  Eureka Marble Medium, Sovereign Quartz and Riverina use 
various aggregates to trowel on building substrate coating. The easy to use roll 
on Rendertex Fine and Coarse complements our texture profile.

PROTECTION
 
Rendertex Rendershield membranes are the final finishing coat that  
ensures system longevity. Available in a Matt, Low Sheen and Clear finish. 
Both Rendershield Matt and Low Sheen membranes can be tinted to a broad 
spectrum of Haymes colour. Rendershield Clear is a transparent finishing 
coat that is used over Rendertex products like Sovereign Quartz to enhance 
protection yet still maintain the sparkling effect of the profile texture.

All Rendertex systems require a three stepped or staged system to optimise product performance and adhesion to  
respective substrates.  There are subtle differences and variations in the application process based on the respective  
walling substrate being coated.  Whether traditional brick, concrete, fibre cement, foam or light weight concrete (AAC), 
you must follow the relevant ‘Installation and Finishes Guide’ for the building material being coated as well preparation 
and application instructions on Rendertex Product Data and Safety sheets.

Grant Martyn Constructions - Sunshine Coast, QLD
Rendertex Rendershield Matt

haymespaint.com.auhaymespaint.com.au

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
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Rendertex Colour.

Rendertex “WINTER” Formulation.
                                       For southern  
                                      states of Australia
                                    Haymes Rendertex  
                                 is available in a  
                               WINTER formula.  
This formulation is available on key 
products and is labelled accordingly 
with a WINTER formulation sticker on 
both the front and lid. 
   
This formula varies in that it is specifically 
designed to flow, stiffen and cure 
in colder climates over winter when 
cooler temperatures slow the 

The Rendertex product range is tint 
aligned so you can access the entire 
Haymes colour palette.  A number of 
products carry a core range of three 
bases that enable you to tint various 
colours across the Haymes colour 
spectrum.  Even Rendertex Sovereign 
Quartz , with its subtle light reflective 
sparkle has the ability to be tinted 
without loosing it’s special textural 
effect and finish.   A key advantage 
of tinting Rendertex is that your 
staged system carries the same colour 
through out the entire texture and 
build system.  It also generates greater 
depth of colour verus one finishing 
coat. 

LRV’s and texture coatings.  
All colours and surfaces have a Light 
Reflectance Value (LRV).  The LRV is a 
measure of visible light that a surface 
reflects versus what it absorbs.  

Textured, matt and dark surfaces 
have a low LRV whereas lighter, gloss 
or smooth surfaces have a higher 
LRV as they reflect more visible light.  
The LRV of a colour will indicate the 
amount of heat and light it will reflect.  
For example, a dark colour with an 
LRV of 5 will absorb most of the 
visible light it is exposed to, building 
up more heat and resulting in greater 
stress on the coatings and substrate. 
This heat build-up and resulting stress 
can result in cracking, warping or 
other damage to the integrity of the 
construction material.   

Colour selection and construction 
design must always take into 
consideration the LRV of the colours 
to be used, the construction material 
and the surrounding environment.  
You must read the appropriate  
‘Installation and Finishes Guide’ for 

the exterior building material that 
is to be used on the building and 
follow the minimum LRV specification 
for the coating system.  Outside of 
customised project specifications 
agreed with Haymes in writing, 
Haymes will not warrant projects with 
LRV values that exceed installation 
and finishes guides.  For advice on 
the LRV of colours, contact Haymes 
Service Express on 1800 033 431.

Product Range Overview.
Haymes Rendertex systems utilise a range of specialist products as part of our textural coating systems. A comprehensive 
range of preparation, primer, dry and wet render profiles supported by final membrane protective coatings.  With a number 
of diverse aggregates capable of generating a variety of textural effects, the range is available in three core bases that enable 
you to tint across the entire Haymes master palette of colour. 

stiffening and curing process.   

All our of texture coatings are 
designed with a balance of properties 
so they easily flow off the trowel, do 
not sag or droop off the substrate.  
Curing is designed to happen over a 
defined period to ensure the product 
remains workable long enough to be 
worked, floated or rubbed smooth to 
generate a variety of textural effects 
and finishes.  However,  it must dry so 
it is not damaged by any overnight 
rain or dew.  

Our WINTER formulation contains less 
extender which enables  the product 
to be worked but still dry as it would 
in a warmer climate.  in essence we 
target a consistent ‘DRY TIME’ to 
deliver optimal product performance 
all year round, no matter the climate. 
 
Our Winter Formulation is only 
available in southern states for a 
limited time period each year.  It is 
not required in northern states who 
experience a warmer more consistent 
climates.

PR
O

TE
C

TI
O

N Haymes Rendershield is a highly flexible 100% 
acrylic membrane that’s extremely durable, UV, 
weather and water-resistant.  Available in a Low 
Sheen, Matt and Clear finish. It provides the ideal 
final protective coat to Rendertex systems to 
ensure optimal long term system performance. 

PR
O

FI
LE

Rendertex textures feature a range of marble, 
quartz and sand aggregates to generate a number 
of textural effects.  Sovereign Quartz is a highly 
durable special effects based texture a subtle 
sparkly finish.  Eureka Marble is a highly durable 
marble-based coat that provides an attractive solid 
textural finish.  Sand-based texture Riverina Sand 
and Roll On Fine and Coarse complete our profile 
range of texture finishes.

R
EN

D
ER

BA
SE

 C
O

AT
S Rendertex systems are supported with Acryloc 

and SupaCoat (northern states) dry bag render for 
use in basecoats.  Both high build and skim coat 
renders utilise flexible polymers and additives to 
enhance application and overall performance of 
Rendertex profile coatings and membranes.

PR
EP

A
R

A
TI

O
N

Rendertex Tilt Panel Preparation and Masonry 
Sealer are designed to penetrate and seal suitably 
prepared substrates to ensure maximum adhesion 
and consistent surface porosity for texture 
coatings.  Render Patch (Coarse and Fine) and 
Render Prime are also part of the preparation and 
prime process 

PR
IM

ER

Render Patch and Renderprime are specially 
formulated water-based 100% acrylic base 
coats.  Render Patch is a base render for joints 
and skimming cement sheets. Renderprime is a 
pigmented primer/sealer that penetrates and 
seals, ensuring maximum adhesion and consistent 
surface porosity for top coating with Rendertex 
profile coatings.

          Commonwealth Bank, Elizabeth Street Hobart, TAS -Sultan Holdings Group - Jordan Painting
         Rendertex Rendershield Low Sheen, Wallcote Pro Render, Rendertex Renderprime 

Grant Martyn Constructions  
Sunshine Coast, QLD
Rendertex Rendershield Low Sheen

haymespaint.com.auhaymespaint.com.au

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/assets/Rendertex-2/Rendertex-Winter-Formula.pdf
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     The Haymes Rendertex system is covered by a material only  
      replacement warranty for up to ten years subject to all products being  
      correctly applied by experienced applicators on properly prepared  
      substrate as recommended in Haymes Rendertex System Guides or  
    per Project Specification, and compliance with other specified warranty  
               terms. Among other things, the warranty applies only when complete  
           Rendertex systems are used in accordance with Product Data Sheets and  
      the Maintenance and Warranty Manual is adhered to.  For a copy of our Warranty  
             Statement, or our Maintenance and Warranty Manual, please see the relevant Rendertex 
Product Data Sheet or visit www.haymespaint.co.au/rendertex.  To develop a more extensive project or commercial 
warranty contact your Haymes Regional Business Manager or Haymes Service Express on 1800 033 431.

Rendertex Textures.
Easy to use with various application techniques, the Rendertex range consists of both high build profile coatings and 
shield protection coatings, accompanied with specialist preparation products. Rendertex products are suitable for a 
range of both interior and exterior substrate and surfaces - perfect for use across residential, commercial and industrial 
application. 

Roll-on and trowel-on textures to blend perfectly with any environment.

Rendertex Sovereign Quartz
A highly durable special effects based 
texture coating that provides a subtle 
sparkly effect and finish.  A pre-mixed 
water based acrylic pigmented texture 
coating that also resists the extremes 
of weather and mould /fungal growth.  
The medium profile provides good 
abrasion resistance and excellent 
hiding power to cover surface 
imperfections or defects. 

Rendertex Riverina Sand
A highly durable sand-based render 
coating that provides an attractive 
textural finish on properly prepared 
interior and exterior surfaces.  This 
render is a more subtle premixed 
water-based acrylic pigmented 
texture that resists the extremes of 
weather.  With excellent adhesion 
properties the medium sand profile 
provides good abrasion resistance and 
excellent hiding power that assists 
in covering surface imperfection or 
defects. 

Rendertex Eureka Marble
A durable marble-based render 
that provides an attractive solid 
textural finish.  A water-based acrylic 
pigmented texture that resists the 
extremes of weather as well as mould 
and fungal growth. It has excellent 
adhesion properties on many building 
substrates. The medium marble profile 
provides good abrasion resistance and 
excellent hiding power that assists in 
covering surface imperfections and 
defects.

Rendertex Roll-On Texture
An easy to use, premixed, highly 
durable, interior and exterior water-
based 100% acrylic pigmented 
texture. With excellent adhesion to 
common building substrates it is also 
resistant to extremes of weather and 
mould / fungal growth.  Available in 
a Fine and Coarse profile with good 
abrasion resistance, excellent hiding 
power that assists in covering surface 
imperfection and defect. Varying 
finishes can also be achieved based 
upon the roll on application method.

10 Year Warranty. 
10YR

          Herbel Constructions - Brett Thompson Painting and Decorating - Warragul - VIC 
           Rendertex Rendershield Low Sheen and Simply Woodcare Dexpress

haymespaint.com.auhaymespaint.com.au

http://www.haymespaint.co.au/rendertex
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
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Application properties

TILT PANEL PREP

Rendertex Tilt Panel Prep
Rendertex Tilt Panel Prep is a non-caustic water based biodegradable 
cleaning solution that effectively removes bond breaker and other 
contaminants from concrete surfaces such as Tilt Up and Pre-cast 
concrete prior to the application of paints or texture coatings.

Tilt Panel Prep to be used on tilt panel, off form and Pre-cast concrete.Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 PREP
 
 
 

APPLICATIONS

Tilt panels

Off-form concrete

Pre-cast concrete

PREP

PREPARATION

BIODEGRADABLE  
Better for the environment

NON-CAUSTIC
Prepares both new and weathered 
surfaces.

REMOVES MOULD RELEASE AGENTS 
Perfect preparation for coatings

SUPERIOR ADHESION
Ensures excellent adhesion of top coats

SPRAY COVERAGE 
UP TO 7m2/L

WATER 
WASH-UP 

Application properties

MASONRY SEALER

Rendertex Masonry Sealer
Haymes Rendertex Masonry Sealer is a clear penetrating solvent 
based acrylic sealer for concrete surfaces. It is especially suitable as 
a sealer for pre-cast and tilt-up concrete panels ensuring adequate 
adhesion for Rendertex coating specifications.

Masonry Sealer can be used on interior and exterior pre-cast, tilt slab or glass reinforced concrete (GRC) and other 
vertical concrete surfaces. Not suitable for use on previously painted surfaces or rendered expanded polystyrene 
(EPS). 

Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

BINDS CONCRETE SURFACES 
For a tough durable finish

PENETRATING SEALER  
Deep penetration 

PREPARATION

 SEALER
VOC 555g/L  
Film Properties 
Wet 100um Dry 14um 
 

 

APPLICATIONS SEALER

Tilt Panels

Glass reinforced concrete (GRC)

Vertical concrete surfaces

EXCELLENT ADHESION  
Seals to ensure system adhesion 

BRUSH ROLLER SPRAY RE-COAT 
4 HRS

THINNERS/ACETONE 
WASH-UP 

COVERAGE 
UP TO 10m2/L

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex%20Tilt%20Panel%20Prep
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/rendertex-masonry-sealer
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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Application properties

RENDERPRIME

Rendertex Renderprime
Rendertex Renderprime is a specially formulated water-based 100% 
acrylic pigmented primer/sealer that penetrates and seals. It ensures 
maximum adhesion and consistent surface porosity for the Rendertex 
texture coatings topcoats. The product is resistant to efflorescence, mould 
and fungal growth, is quick drying and washes up with water. 

Renderprime can be used on pre-cast concrete, brick, cement render, clay and cement brickwork, Autoclaved 
Aerated Concrete (AAC), blueboard, plasterboard and masonry. 

Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 PRIME
VOC 48g/L  
Film Properties 
Wet 62um Dry 20um 
 

PRIMER

SUPERB COVERAGE  
Easy to apply with great coverage 
 
RESISTANT TO MOULD 
Resistant to efflorescence, mould and 
fungal growth

FAST DRYING 
Quick 2 hour recoat

EXCELLENT WATER RESISTANCE 
Protective barrier that locks out moisture

SUPERB ADHESION 
Ensures excellent adhesion of topcoats

APPLICATIONS PRIME

Pre-cast concrete

Brick

Cement render

Clay & cement brickwork

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete 
(ACC)

Plasterboard & masonry

RE-COAT 
2 HRS

COVERAGE 
UP TO 10m2/L

TOUCH DRY 
20 MINS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

BRUSH ROLLER SPRAY

Application properties

RENDER PATCH

Rendertex Render Patch
Rendertex Render Patch is a 100% acrylic paste exterior filling 
compound. Render Patch Coarse is designed for patching holes, joints 
and skimming cement sheeting, concrete or masonry walls. It has 
excellent adhesion and minimal shrinkage. Render Patch Smooth is a 
patching compound ideal for filling imperfections in concrete surfaces, 
patching form-work ceilings and eaves.  It creates a smooth durable 
finish ensuring a uniform finish for topcoats.

Render Patch Coarse can be used for filling larger surface imperfections up to 4mm per coat. Ideal for flush jointed 
block work and filling recessed joins. Render Patch Smooth ideal for skimming and filling imperfections, patching 
form-work, ceilings, eaves/soffits and concrete surfaces and can be easily sanded.

Uses

 FINE
VOC 5.7g/L  
Volume Solids 56.9% 
 

 COARSE
VOC 9.8g/L  
Volume Solids 57.7% 
 

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

EXCELLENT ADHESION  
Producing a durable finish

EASY TO APPLY
Ensuring quick application

EXCELLENT FILLING PROPERTIES  
Creates an even base coat 
 
100% ACRYLIC 
Ensuring lower VOC levels

PRIMER

APPLICATIONS FINE COARSE

Fibre cement sheeting

Pre-cast concrete

Tilt slap panels

Brick

Masonry

Block walls

TROWEL FLOAT COVERAGE 
UP TO 0.8-1m2/L 

POT LIFE
3 HRS

RE-COAT 
24 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
2 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Renderpatch
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-renderprime
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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TROWEL

TROWELTROWEL

TROWELTROWEL

WALLCOTE™ RENDER

Wallcote High Polymer Strength (HPS) Render
WallcoteTM Render

Wallcote Featherweight HB RenderWallcote Trade Render

Wallcote Pro RenderWallcote FR Render

Acryloc Wallcote HPS (High Polymer Strength) Render is a multi-purpose, one component, highly 
polymer modified render requiring only the addition of water to give excellent workability and superior 
adhesion to low porosity surfaces such as non-weathered EPS (Expanded Polystyrene), painted 
masonry surfaces and EIFS (External Insulation Finishing Systems) 

Wallcote Featherweight HB Render is a lightweight, cement based, polymer modified render containing 
silica sands, low density fillers, acrylic powder to increase adhesion and strength, with proprietary 
additives to aid workability.  Wallcote Featherweight HB Render is suitable for application to a wide 
range of substrates. The product is designed for application in a single, high build coat, typically 10 to 
20mm. Ideal for rendering masonry with deeply raked mortar joints.

Wallcote Trade Render is a cement based render containing graded silica sands and proprietary additives 
to aid workability. Wallcote Trade Render is a general purpose render, recommended for applications 
where a medium to high build (5-10mm single coat) is required, such as rendering over raked mortar  
joints and also for low density substrates.

Wallcote Pro Render is a superior quality, cement based, polymer modified render containing washed 
and graded silica sands, acrylic powder to increase adhesion and strength and proprietary additives 
to aid workability. Wallcote Pro Render is suitable for a wide range of domestic and commercial wall 
rendering requirements. The high compressive and flexural strength achieved by this product makes 
it particularly suitable for high density substrates and has the added advantage of being able to be 
applied as a thin section skim coat on sound surfaces.

Wallcote FR Render is a one component fibre reinforced, polymer modified render, designed for 
rendering and leveling irregularities in Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) panels and blockwork. In 
addition to having excellent workability and adhesion, Wallcote FR Render has the excellent water 
resistance, good vapour permeability, allowing the substrate to breathe.  It also has a similar hardness, 
tensile and compressive strength to the AAC, so as not to delaminate from or crack the substrate. 

Wallcote HPS render is also ideal for 
rendering or patching most common 
substrates including concrete blocks, clay 
bricks, rendered walls, off-form concrete, 
precast concrete blocks / panels and 
stonework.

Wallcote Featherweight HB Render is 
suitable in situations where a lightweight 
render is required.  It can be used on 
cement render, tilt panel walls, concrete 
blocks, concrete and clay brickwork along 
with fibre cement sheeting.

Wallcote Trade Render is suitable for 
use on cement render, fibre cement 
sheeting, expanded polystyrene, concrete 
and general brickwork, hard fired (low 
porosity) brickwork and tilt panel walls.  

Wallcote Pro Render is suitable for use on 
cement render, concrete blocks, concrete 
and clay brickwork, tilt panel walls and 
expanded polystyrene.

Wallcote FR Render is specifically 
designed for use on  Autoclaved Aerated 
Concrete (AAC) panels and blockwork.

Uses

UsesUses

UsesUses

RENDER

WALLCOTE™ RENDER
RENDER

RE-COAT 
3-4 HRS

RE-COAT 
3-4 HRS

RE-COAT 
3-4 HRS

RE-COAT 
3-4 HRS

RE-COAT 
3-4 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

WATER 
WASH-UP 

WATER 
WASH-UP 

WATER 
WASH-UP 

WATER 
WASH-UP 

POT LIFE
1 HRS

POT LIFE
2 HRS

POT LIFE
2 HRS

POT LIFE
2 HRS

POT LIFE
2 HRS

COVERAGE 
UP TO 

3.5-4.5m2/20KG  
@ 3-5MM

COVERAGE 
UP TO 

0.8-1.5m2/20KG  
@ 10-20MM

COVERAGE 
UP TO 

1-2.5m2/20KG  
@ 5-10MM

COVERAGE 
UP TO 

2.5-3.5m2/20KG  
@ 3-5MM

COVERAGE 
UP TO 

7-9m2/20KG  
@ 2-4MM

SPRAY

Haymes Rendertex System utilises the Acryloc 
Wallcote Render products to complement the 
Rendertex Range. The range features basic 
render system bases to featherweight high 
polymer render with proprietary additives to aid 
adhesion, strength and workability. Our range of 
dry bag render support both simple skim coating 
through to high build profiling. 

CURING 
3-5 DAYS

3

CURING 
5-7 DAYS

5
CURING 
2-5 DAYS

2

CURING 
2-3 DAYS

2
CURING 
2-3 DAYS

2

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Acryloc%20Wallcote%20Trade%20Render
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Acryloc%20Wallcote%20FR%20Render
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/acryloc-wallcote-high-polymer-strength-render
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Acryloc%20Wallcote%20Featherweight%20HB%20Render
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Acryloc%20Wallcote%20Pro%20Render
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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HAWK & 
TROWEL

SUPERB ADHESION 
Ensures excellent adhesion of top coats

RESISTANT TO MOULD 
Resistant to mould and fungal growth

EXCELLENT DURABILITY   
Hard wearing finish 

EXCELLENT COVERAGE  
Easy to apply with a solid finish

WINTER FORMULATION
Ease of use in cooler climates

 
TINTABLE 
Tintable to an extensive range of colours

TEXTURE 
PUMP 

TEXTURE 
PUMP 

TROWEL

Application properties Application properties

ROLL ON TEXTURE EUREKA MARBLE

Rendertex Roll On Texture Rendertex Eureka Marble
Rendertex Roll On Texture is a premixed highly durable, interior and 
exterior water-based 100% acrylic, pigmented textured coating which 
is resistant to extreme weather and to mould and fungal growth. It 
has excellent adhesion to virtually any building surface. The coarse 
profile provides good abrasion resistance and excellent hiding power 
that assists covering surface imperfections and defects. Varying 
finishes can be achieved dependent upon the application method.

Rendertex Eureka Marble Medium is a highly durable marble based render 
coating that provides an attractive textural finish.  It is a premixed water-
based acrylic pigmented texture coating that resists the extremes of 
weather as well as mould and fungal growth, along with excellent adhesion 
properties. The medium marble profile provides good abrasion resistance 
and excellent hiding power that assists in covering surface imperfections 
or defects. Different finishes can be achieved by using a variety of different 
applications methods across both domestic and commercial environments.

Rendertex Roll On can be used both on interior and exterior cement render , brick, masonry and a number of other 
substrates. To achieve optimum performance topcoat with Rendertex Rendershield.

Rendertex Eureka Marble Medium can be used on both interior and exterior cement render, brick, masonry and a 
number of other substrates  To achieve optimal performance, prime with Rendertex Renderprime and topcoat with 
Haymes Rendertex Rendershield. 

Uses Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 MEDIUM
VOC 36.2g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 55.1 – 55.5% 
 

 MEDIUM WINTER
VOC 19.4 g/L 
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 55.1 – 55.5% 

 FINE
VOC 45.6g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 55.6%

 

 COARSE
VOC 46g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 55.6%

 

APPLICATIONS FINE COARSE

Cement render & concrete

Brick & masonry

Cement block

Fibrous cement sheeting & 
AAC panels

Plaster

Pre-painted surfaces

PROFILE

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

PROFILE

APPLICATIONS MEDIUM MED WINTER

Cement render & 
concrete

Brick & masonry

Cement block

Fibrous cement 
sheeting & AAC panels

Plaster

Pre-painted surfaces

COVERAGE 
UP TO 1m2/L

RE-COAT 
24 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
2 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

ROLLER FULL CURE 
7 DAYS

COVERAGE 
UP TO  

0.8- 0.9 m2/L

RE-COAT 
24 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
2 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

FULL CURE 
7 DAYS

Eureka Marble tinted to Colorbond Paperbark

FINE Texture  - Roller application

COARSE Texture  - Roller smooth trowelled application

COARSE Texture  - Roller application

SUPERB ADHESION 
Ensures excellent adhesion of top coats

RESISTANT TO MOULD 
Resistant to mould and fungal growth

EASY TO APPLY
Ensuring simple application

 
TINTABLE 
Tintable to a wide range of colours

READY TO USE 
No measuring required

EXCELLENT COVERAGE  
Easy to apply with a solid finish

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/rendertex-roll-on-texture
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Eureka%20Marble
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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EXCELLENT COVERAGE  
Easy to apply with a solid finish

 
RESISTANT TO MOULD 
Resistant to mould and fungal growth

SPARKLY EFFECT 
Special sparkle texture finish 

 
EXCELLENT DURABILITY   
Hard wearing finish

WINTER FORMULATION
Ease of use in cooler climates 

TINTABLE 
Tintable to a wide range of colours

HAWK & 
TROWEL

TEXTURE 
PUMP 

Application properties Application properties

RIVERINA SAND SOVEREIGN QUARTZ

Rendertex Riverina Sand Rendertex Sovereign Quartz
Rendertex Riverina Sand Medium is a highly durable sand-based 
render coating that provides an attractive textural finish. It is a 
premixed water-based acrylic pigmented texture coating that resists 
extreme weather as well as mould and fungal growth. With excellent 
adhesion properties the medium sand profile provides good abrasion 
resistance and excellent hiding power that assists in covering surface 
imperfections or defects. 

Rendertex Sovereign Quartz Medium is a highly durable special effects 
based textural coating that provides a subtle sparkly effect and finish to 
interior and exterior surfaces.  A pre-mixed water based acrylic pigmented 
texture coating that resists the extremes of weather as well as mould and 
fungal growth. It has excellent adhesion properties on numerous building 
surfaces or substrates. The medium profile provides good abrasion 
resistance and excellent hiding power.

Rendertex Riverina Sand can be used on both interior and exterior cement render, brick, masonry and a number of 
other substrates. To achieve optimum performance topcoat with Haymes Rendertex Rendershield.

Rendertex Sovereign Quartz can be used on both interior and exterior cement render, brick, masonry and a 
number of other substrates to create a beautiful sparkly effect.  To achieve optimum performance and sparkle 
topcoat with Haymes Rendertex Rendershield Clear.

Uses Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 MEDIUM
VOC 37.1g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 55.6% 

 MEDIUM WINTER
VOC 7.8g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 52.3% 

 MEDIUM
VOC 35.9g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 57.2% 
 

 MEDIUM WINTER
VOC 17.8g/L  
Film Properties 
Volume Solids 56.5%

PROFILE

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

PROFILE

APPLICATIONS SAND SAND WINTER

Cement render & 
concrete

Brick & masonry

Cement block

Fibrous cement sheeting 
& AAC panels

Plaster

Pre-painted surfaces

APPLICATIONS QUARTZ QUARTZ WINTER

Cement render & 
concrete

Brick & masonry

Cement block

Fibrous cement 
sheeting & AAC panels

Plaster

Pre-painted surfaces

Riverina Sand tinted to Colorbond Surfmist Rendertex Sovereign Quartz tinted to Colorbond Monument

HAWK & 
TROWEL

COVERAGE 
UP TO  

0.8-0.9m2/L

RE-COAT 
24 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
2 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

FULL CURE 
7 DAYS

SUPERB ADHESION 
Ensures excellent adhesion of top coats

RESISTANT TO MOULD 
Resistant to mould and fungal growth

EXCELLENT DURABILITY   
Hard wearing finish 

EXCELLENT COVERAGE  
Easy to apply with a solid finish

WINTER FORMULATION
Ease of use in cooler climates

 
TINTABLE 
Tintable to a wide range of colours

TEXTURE 
PUMP 

COVERAGE 
UP TO  

0.8-0.9m2/L

RE-COAT 
24 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
2 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

FULL CURE 
7 DAYS

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Riverina%20Sand
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendertex-Sovereign%20Quartz
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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 LOW SHEEN
VOC 10–10.3 g/L  
Film Properties 
Wet 180um Dry 75um 
 

Application properties

RENDERSHIELD CLEAR

Rendertex Rendershield Clear
Haymes Rendertex Rendershield Clear is a water-based clear acrylic 
protective coating which provides a protective barrier and decorative 
finish over Haymes Rendertex Sovereign Quartz coatings and other trowel 
on or roll on Rendertex coatings.  Rendershield Clear can also be used as a 
glaze over properly prepared masonry surfaces.

Interior and exterior brick, render, masonry, concrete, pre-painted surfaces and texture finishes where additional 
protection of the previous coating is required.

Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

PROTECTION

APPLICATIONS CLEAR

Brick

Render

Masonry

Concrete

Pre-painted surfaces

Application properties

RENDERSHIELD

Rendertex Rendershield
Haymes Rendertex Rendershield is an extremely weather-resistant, highly 
flexible 100% acrylic membrane coating suitable for interior and exterior 
use. Rendershield is ideal for use as a protective coating on cement or 
cement-like surfaces and for surfaces coated using texture coatings. The 
flexible matt finish will bridge cracks in render, cement and plaster finishes 
and moves with the surface to prevent cracks from reappearing.

Rendertex Rendershield can be used on both interior and exterior brick, render, masonry, concrete, plaster and 
pre-painted surfaces and areas of high carbon dioxide contamination.

Uses

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

 MATT
VOC 10.1 g/L  
Film Properties 
Wet 180um Dry 75um 

PROTECTION

MOULD AND FUNGAL RESISTANT 
Resistant to mould and fungal growth 
 
10 YEAR WARRANTY * 
Protection against peeling, flaking and 
blistering

ANTI-CARBONATION PROPERTIES 
Prevents the ingress of Carbon Dioxide  
 
TINTABLE 
Tintable to an extensive range of colours

SUPERIOR DIRT RESISTANCE  
Anti-ageing interlocking barrier

EXCELLENT FLEXIBILITY 
Flexibility to bridge hairline cracks

APPLICATIONS MATT LOW SHEEN

Brick

Render

Masonry

Concrete

Plaster

Pre-painted surfaces

Rendertex Sovereign Quartz coated with Rendershield Clear

Applied with Long Nap Roller

Applied with Coarse Texture Roller

Applied with Medium Texture Roller

ROLLER COVERAGE 
UP TO  

1.5-6m2/L

RE-COAT 
16 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
4 HRS

WATER 
WASH-UP 

FULL CURE 
7 DAYS

10YR

SPRAY GUN RE-COAT 
4 HRS

TOUCH DRY 
1 HR

WATER 
WASH-UP 

 CLEAR FINISH
VOC 43g/L  
Film Properties 
53 microns @ 6m2/L 
27 microns @ 12m2/L

ROLLER COVERAGE UP TO   
6-10 m2 / L OVER ROUGH SURFACES, 

12 -14 m2²/ L OVER SMOOTH SURFACES

EXCELLENT ADHESION  
Provides excellent adhesion to properly 
prepared substrates

EXCELLENT FLOW 
Offers excellent flow, levelling and wet 
edge properties

MOISTURE RESISTANCE  
Increases moisture resistance properties 
as part of a full Rendertex system

EXCELLENT ADHESION 
Provides excellent adhesion to properly 
prepared substrates

HARD WEARING
Hard wearing with good resistance  
to abrasion

ENHANCES TEXTURE
Enhances and effectively seals Rendertex 
Sovereign Quartz marble texture

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendershield%20Membrane%20Matt
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/view/Rendershield%20Membrane%20Matt
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/rendertex/system-guides-and-support/
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PRODUCT RANGEPRODUCT RANGE

®

PAINT REMOVAL SYSTEM

ROOFCOTE

Roofcote coatings are designed specifically to cope with Australian conditions.  
From chilling salt spray on the coast to hot and dusty deserts, Roofcote can  
handle it all! As well as being durable, Roofcote has the in-built flexibility to cope 
with rapidly changing roof surface temperatures throughout the day. The Roofcote 
range also features heat reflective options that optimise the thermal performance 
of your home.

PEEL AWAY

Peel Away is a revolutionary concept in paint removal. Available in a range of 
products, the solution can remove up to thirty layers in one application. Peel Away 
is a recommended system by the EPA for removing oil and lead-based paint and 
containing them on site especially with older heritage or historical building.  

TREDGRIP

Tredgrip is a rubberised non-slip coating that’s suitable for a multitude of 
applications.  A styrene acrylic copolymer with high elasticity and tensile strength 
the includes cross-linked crumbed rubber to act as a non-skid medium. For around 
pools, school playgrounds or sports courts, Tredgrip can be applied over a variety of 
surfaces including concrete, timber, steel, aluminium or fibreglass.

INDUSTRIAL
COATING

SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL COATING SOLUTIONS

Haymes Industrial Coating Solutions are a range of seven key products that 
generate over nineteen finishes. Our colour offer delivers mandatory Australian 
Standards as well as a palette of over twelve thousand colours.  With multi-binder 
and direct to metal coatings the range can be applied to numerous substrates.  
Industrial Coating Solutions suit a range of commercial, machinery, agricultural, 
construction as well as protective and vinyl industry.  

ULTIMATE PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Ultimate is a range of high-performance protective coatings designed to suit 
a range of surfaces and substrates.  Our water-based, environmentally aware 
products encompass a range of durable epox’s, polyurethanes and anti-graffiti 
coatings that are available across a number of base and sheen levels.  Designed 
for a multitude of surfaces, including concrete floors, tilt slabs or various forms of 
steelwork.  

HAYMES WOODCARE

Haymes Woodcare is a range of products developed to bring out the natural beauty 
of a timber surfaces across both interior and exterior environments. From cutting-
edge water-based technology, traditional oil, stains, putties, cleaners through to 
anti-slip additives - our Haymes Woodcare delivers an industry leading suite of 
products dedicated to timber surfaces. Supported with dedicated colour palettes 
our Woodcare range strives to deliver cutting-edge technology, class-leading 
durability that preserves and brings the natural beauty of wood to life. 

Commercial, Industrial and Specialist

Paint Removal Systems

Flooring and Protection

ARTISAN COLLECTION

Haymes Artisan Collection is a family of ultra-premium finishes designed to create 
the perfect imperfection. Three core ranges of Surface, Metallics and Texture are 
supported by creative colour palettes to add beauty, depth and diversity to any 
environment.

PAINT REMOVAL SYSTEMS

HAYMES RENDERTEX

Haymes Rendertex is a professional range of roll-on and trowel-on render and 
textural coatings designed to work as part of an integrated system.  A specialist 
range of finishes using quartz, marble and sand to generate a number of diverse 
and decorative effects based on application technique and can also be tinted to a 
wide range of colours.

ULTRA PREMIUM SOLASHIELD

Haymes Ultra Premium Solashield exterior product range features the latest 
technology in decorative paint and finishes for harsh Aussie climates. Featuring our 
exclusive Surface Lock TechnologyTM Solashield delivers a 20 Year Guarantee on 
properly prepared surfaces. Self-priming, salt resistant and repelling dirt and mould 
– it’s the perfect UV defence!

ELITE 

Our Elite trade range is specifically designed and developed for our network of 
professional applicators. It features different formulas and sku’s that provide greater 
time efficiency for our trade painters on site.  Specific product attributes like fast 
drying, filling capability, minimised roller splatter and multi-purpose preparation 
products (such as a 3-in-1) are a key part of our Elite range of interior and exterior 
products.  

The Haymes product portfolio incorporates solutions for all surface 
coating requirements.

Architectural and Decorative

Texture and Render

ULTRA PREMIUM EXPRESSIONS

Our flagship Ultra Premium Interior Expressions range feature industry leading low 
VOC water-based formulations.  Expressions low VOC interiors are available in a 
number of sheen levels, delivering a washable coating that allows for most stains to 
be removed without marking. Ideal for wet areas, it comes with an additional 7-year 
mould and mildew protection guarantee.  

http://www.haymespaint.com.au
http://www.haymespaint.com.au
https://www.aicoatings.com.au/products/tredgrip/
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/category/specialty-products
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/technical/simply-woodcare/
http://acryloc.com.au/
http://acryloc.com.au/
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https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/category/industrial-coatings
https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/category/industrial-coatings
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https://www.haymespaint.com.au/products/product-information/category/interior-paints


Haymes Paint
Head Office Waringa Drive, Wendouree Industrial Park, Ballarat, Victoria 3355

        PO Box 167 Waringa Drive, Wendouree Victoria 3355

        1800 033 431

        1800 801 892

        info@haymespaint.com.au

        haymespaint.com.au

For more information or to find your local distributor please visit haymespaint.com.au

Colours, stains and visual images shown in this brochure are as close to actual colour that printing processes allow. All samples are representations only.  
We recommend a test area is applied prior to final colour choice. RRBA4 - March 2020.
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